
Mechanical End of Stroke Setting was introduced as 
an option available for the unit and presses in order 
to precisely adjust the Bottom Dead (PMI). 
 
We recommend using this device in cases where the 
processing requires a high constant positioning in 
the final position of the working stroke. 
 
Typical examples of such processes, but not unique, 
are: die-cutting, the mounting of elements without 
the possibility of an abutment, the mounting on      
delicate elements, etc. 
 
RMA setting allows to move the PMI for 10mm 
(standard setting, other sizes on request). 
 
During planning, we expected that the customer can 
use an inaccurate regolation to get closer to the 
RMA range of adjustment, and only in a second time 
the precise adjustment gave by RMA, so, in this way, 
it’s possible to reduce sizes and all the system results cheaper. 
 
FEATURES: 
 
- Absolute repetitiveness positioning 
- Intrinsic safety thanks to the fact that there aren’t moving parts 
- The force is discharged directly to the unit 
- Possibility of access to the adjustment near to the support plate 
- Possibility of adjusting by acting from all four sides of the unit 
- Possibility of locking in position by the two opposite sides  
- More adjustment ranges on request  

Mechanical End of 

Stroke Setting “RMA”  



Units EPI56 e EPX77 with RMA 

Application Example RMA on DP-Type Press 

Application Example RMA on GN-Type Press 

PRODUCTION PROGRAMME:               - E-Type, CS-Type, KS-Type and special Press heads—Clicnhing systems                                                                                         
- Pressure booster, Air-Oil cylinders        - Pneumatic and Hydropneumatic units with swan neck as well as pillars type 
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